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Exposure to alcohol in utero can cause birth defects, including face and brain abnormalities, and is the most common preventable cause
of intellectual disabilities. Here we use structural magnetic resonance imaging to measure cortical volume change longitudinally in a
cohort of human children and youth with prenatal alcohol exposure (PAE) and a group of unexposed control subjects, demonstrating that
the normal processes of brain maturation are disrupted in individuals whose mothers drank heavily during pregnancy. Trajectories of
cortical volume change within children and youth with PAE differed from those of unexposed control subjects in posterior brain regions,
particularly in the parietal cortex. In these areas, control children appear to show a particularly plastic cortex with a prolonged pattern of
cortical volume increases followed by equally vigorous volume loss during adolescence, while the alcohol-exposed participants showed
primarily volume loss, demonstrating decreased plasticity. Furthermore, smaller volume changes between scans were associated with
lower intelligence and worse facial morphology in both groups, and were related to the amount of PAE during each trimester of pregnancy
in the exposed group. This demonstrates that measures of IQ and facial dysmorphology predict, to some degree, the structural brain
development that occurs in subsequent years. These results are encouraging in that interventions aimed at altering “experience” over
time may improve brain trajectories in individuals with heavy PAE and possibly other neurodevelopmental disorders.

Introduction
Brain development, a dynamic process of progressive and
regressive changes influenced by complex genetics and
experience-dependent plasticity, may be altered in children
with neurodevelopmental disorders such as prenatal alcohol

exposure (PAE). Concomitant reductions in synaptic density
(Huttenlocher, 1979; Huttenlocher and de Courten, 1987) and
increases in axonal myelination (Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967) are
hallmarks of experience-based neural plasticity and are consis-
tent with selective specialization. It is thought that increasing
efficiency, via myelination and synaptic pruning, occurs at the
expense of extended plasticity, as underused connections are
eliminated and are no longer available for use. While the study of
maturation at the cellular level is limited to animal and postmor-
tem human studies, in vivo magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
studies demonstrate similar patterns. Cortical volume and thick-
ness increase initially, peak during late childhood or adoles-
cence, and decline thereafter (Giedd and Rapoport, 2010).
These changes vary regionally and, in general, parallel cogni-
tive maturation.

The shape of developmental trajectories may be a better indi-
cator of atypical neurodevelopment than cortical differences at
any single time point (Shaw et al., 2006; Giedd et al., 2008), and
these shapes have demonstrated differences in children and
youth with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (Shaw et al.,
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2007), in children with child-onset schizophrenia (Thompson et
al., 2001; Vidal et al., 2006), and even in healthy children with
differing levels of intelligence (Shaw et al., 2006). Thus, studying
maturational trajectories in neurodevelopmental disorders may
lend new insight into these disorders and potential treatment
strategies, which could vary depending on the cognitive and be-
havioral deficits and the age of the child.

Children and adolescents with PAE often exhibit facial dys-
morphology, growth restriction, and a variety of cognitive, be-
havioral, and/or neurological problems (Riley et al., 2011),
including cortical gray matter abnormalities (Archibald et al.,
2001; Sowell et al., 2008a; Zhou et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012;
Yang et al., 2012a). However, little is known about longitudinal
brain development in this population. Two cross-sectional stud-
ies examining subcortical gray matter volumes (Nardelli et al.,
2011) and cortical thickness (Zhou et al., 2011) found no signif-
icant differences in linear development trajectories between
alcohol-exposed subjects and controls, although qualitative ob-
servations suggest group differences. Longitudinal studies have
more power to detect change and may reveal abnormalities not
apparent in cross-sectional studies.

The purpose of this study was to examine trajectories of cor-
tical change over time in children with and without PAE, and to
test relationships between cortical development and cognitive/
behavioral function. Given that higher intelligence is associated
with later peaks of cortical thickness (Shaw et al., 2006), we hy-
pothesized that children and adolescents with PAE would reach
peak cortical volume earlier than their unexposed peers, and that
individuals with greater facial dysmorphology and intellectual
deficits would show more aberrant cortical maturation during
the interscan interval.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. This study was part of the Collaborative Initiative on Fetal Al-
cohol Spectrum Disorders (CIFASD) and included data from 133 sub-
jects studied at three sites: Los Angeles, California (n � 36: 17 male/19
female, 13 control/23 alcohol-exposed, 33 right-handed/3 left-handed);
San Diego, California (n � 18: 12 male/6 female, 10 control/8 alcohol-
exposed, 15 right-handed/3 left-handed); and Cape Town, South Africa
(n � 79: 45 male/34 female, 40 control/39 alcohol-exposed, 76 right-
handed/3 left-handed). Subjects were aged 5.7–15.9 years (12.4 � 2.6
years) at the time of their first MRI scan, and were all scanned again �2
years later (mean time gap: 1.8 � 0.5 years) at the same site with the same
imaging protocol. Four subjects in Los Angeles received a third scan
(mean age gap between second and third scans, 2.0 � 0.2 years).

Control subjects identified their race as American Indian/Alaska na-
tive (n � 3), Asian (n � 4), African American (n � 3), Caucasian (n �
10), Cape Colored (n � 40), or mixed race (n � 1). Alcohol-exposed
subjects identified themselves as Asian (n � 1), African American (n �
5), Caucasian (n � 25), or Cape Colored (n � 39). Five controls and 10
alcohol-exposed subjects were Hispanic/Latino. Fifty-six controls and 56
alcohol-exposed subjects were not Hispanic/Latino. Two controls and
four alcohol-exposed subjects did not identify their race.

Selection criteria excluded control subjects with exposure in excess of
1 drink per week on average or �2 drinks on any one occasion, although
most control subjects had no PAE during any trimester of pregnancy.
Exposure information was available for 62 of 63 control subjects, and
only two reported any prenatal alcohol exposure: one subject was ex-
posed to an average of 1 drink per month throughout pregnancy, and
another was exposed to 3 total drinks during the second trimester only
(no exposure during the first or third trimesters). Alcohol-exposed sub-
jects had heavy PAE, defined as exposure to �4 drinks per occasion at
least once per week or �13 drinks per week. Subjects without adequate
documentation were also classified as PAE if there was both reasonable
suspicion of heavy prenatal alcohol exposure or documented maternal
history of alcohol abuse, and the physical characteristics of fetal alcohol

syndrome. Detailed exposure histories were available for 37 of 70
alcohol-exposed subjects (6 from Los Angeles, 1 from San Diego, 30 from
Cape Town). Exposure information was provided in two variables: fre-
quency of drinking days and average drinks per occasion. From these
variables, we calculated an approximate number of drinks per week,
which averaged 15 drinks/week during the first trimester, 13 drinks/week
during the second trimester, and 10 drinks/week during the third
trimester.

Control subjects were recruited from ongoing studies at each site or
specifically for this study via advertisements, word of mouth, or national
registers (Mattson et al., 2010; Roussotte et al., 2012). In Los Angeles,
alcohol-exposed subjects were recruited primarily through the Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) Fetal Alcohol and Related Dis-
orders Clinic. Alcohol exposure for these subjects was established
through parent/guardian interviews and social, medical, and/or legal re-
cords when available. In Cape Town, alcohol-exposed subjects had par-
ticipated in a previous study on the epidemiology of fetal alcohol
spectrum disorders (FASD) among first graders (May et al., 2007), and
were recruited through the University of Cape Town from a small city
and its surrounding rural areas in the Western Cape Province, a region
with one of the highest documented rates of FASD in the world (May et
al., 2000, 2007; Viljoen et al., 2005). Exposure status was reconfirmed at
the time of brain imaging through maternal interviews and question-
naires. In San Diego, alcohol-exposed participants were recruited
through the San Diego State University (SDSU) Center for Behavioral
Teratology. Alcohol exposure was determined through parent/legal-
guardian reports and review of medical, legal and/or social service re-
cords when available. Across all sites, participants were excluded for
significant head injury with loss of consciousness for �30 min, signifi-
cant physical or psychiatric disability that would prevent participation in
the imaging and or cognitive assessments, or other known causes of
mental deficiency, such as chromosomal abnormalities.

After an explanation of procedures, all subjects provided assent and
their parent/guardian provided written informed consent. The institu-
tional review boards at UCLA, SDSU, and the University of Cape Town
approved all procedures.

Cognitive assessments and facial evaluations. Participants were assessed
with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition
(WISC-IV), to obtain a Full Scale IQ score (FSIQ); the neurocognitive
aspects of the CIFASD project have been described in more detail previ-
ously (Mattson et al., 2010). Most participants at each site were also
examined by a trained dysmorphologist for the facial features associated
with fetal alcohol syndrome (Jones et al., 2006); 65 alcohol-exposed sub-
jects and 56 control subjects received facial evaluations. Palpebral fissure
length (PFL) was measured in millimeters using a rigid ruler against the
lower eyelid (Hoyme et al., 2005). The philtrum and upper lip were
assessed and ranked separately from 1 to 5 depending on the philtrum
smoothness and the lip thinness based on the racially appropriate lip-
philtrum guide (Astley and Clarren, 2000); we refer to these as philtrum
rank and lip rank, respectively. Shorter PFL and higher philtrum and lip
ranks indicate greater dysmorphology. Of 37 alcohol-exposed subjects
who received the full physical examination, 23 were classified as having
fetal alcohol syndrome based on the Hoyme criteria (Hoyme et al., 2005).

Image acquisition. High-resolution T1-weighted MRI data were col-
lected in Los Angeles, California, on a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata (TR, 1900
ms; TE, 4.38 ms; flip angle, 15°; matrix, 256 � 256 � 160; FOV, 256 �
256 mm; total acquisition time, 8 min 8 s). Data were collected in Cape
Town, South Africa, on a 3 T Siemens Allegra (TR, 2200 ms; TE, 5.16 ms;
flip angle, 12°; matrix, 256 � 256 � 160; FOV, 256 � 256 mm; total
acquisition time, 7 min 4 s). Data were collected in San Diego, California,
on a 3 T General Electric Signa Excite (TR, 8 ms; TE, 3.0 ms; flip angle,
12°; matrix, 256 � 256 � 192; FOV, 240 � 240 mm; total acquisition
time, 7 min 4 s). Final voxel sizes were 1 � 1 � 1 mm for Los Angeles and
San Diego, and 0.94 � 0.94 � 1 mm for Cape Town.

Image processing. All data were processed through the longitudinal
stream in FreeSurfer v5.1, using robust, inverse consistent registration
(Reuter et al., 2010) to create an unbiased within-subject template (Reu-
ter and Fischl, 2011). Information from each subject template was used
to initialize the longitudinal image processing, increasing repeatability
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and statistical power. Using these processing techniques, we obtained 34
cortical volumes in each hemisphere, as well as the volumes of total
cortical gray and white matter and supratentorial volume.

Reliability analysis. To ensure reliability of imaging data across the
three sites, one subject (female, aged 41– 45 years during the scanning
period) was scanned several times at each site (3 times in Los Angeles,
twice in San Diego, 4 times in Cape Town) across a period of 4 years. Data
from this subject was processed in the same manner described above to
determine cortical volume in 68 brain regions. Intraclass correlation
coefficients (2-way mixed analysis for consistency) from data within each
site were 0.997– 0.999, and the intraclass correlation coefficient of the
average data from each site was 0.994, indicating excellent agreement
both within and across sites. To compensate for any absolute differences
in volume, site was included as a random variable in all analyses.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS v19
(IBM) and run in two stages: (1) a preliminary analysis for age-related
volume changes and (2) a subsequent analysis for age– group interac-
tions. The preliminary analysis tested linear and quadratic age changes
within each cortical region using mixed models with site and subject as
random variables; alcohol-exposed and control groups were tested sep-
arately for these age-related changes. False discovery rate correction was
used over the linear and quadratic age terms for both groups in all regions
analyzed (272 tests); q � 0.05 was considered significant. Any structures
with significant linear and/or quadratic age-related changes in either
group were retained for further analysis. Global measures (total white
and gray matter, supratentorial volume) were analyzed for interactions
regardless of whether they had age-related changes in either group.

Subsequent analysis for different developmental trajectories tested
each region for significant age– group and age-squared– group interac-
tions using a similar mixed-model approach with site and individual as
random variables, but with both groups combined. Age– group interac-
tions indicate significantly different linear trends between groups, while
age-squared– group interactions indicate significantly different qua-
dratic components to the trajectory. For structures included in this sub-
sequent analysis, only linear age– group interactions were tested if the
quadratic age-related change term did not meet a significance of p � 0.05
in either group. At this stage, significance was set to p � 0.05 for the
interaction terms, given the previous stringent correction.

Facial measures (PFL, lip rank, philtrum rank), WISC-IV FSIQ scores,
and number of drinks per week in each trimester were tested to deter-
mine whether they were significant predictors of cortical volume change
(annualized rate of change between scans) for the regions that had sig-
nificant age changes in the initial analyses. Correlations between facial/
cognitive measures and development were examined within each group
separately, only in regions for which that group had a significant (q �
0.05) age or age-squared effect in the first stage of analysis. In all cases, site
was used as a random variable, and age was included as a covariate.

Subjects were grouped according to the average number of drinks per
week during each trimester: groups were 0, 1–10, 11–20, 21–30, or 31�
drinks per week. An ANOVA controlling for age at first scan was con-

ducted to test for group differences of annualized rate of change of cor-
tical volume in each region with significant age-related changes.

An additional analysis was conducted to test for gender differences
among regions with significant age-related changes. Gender was in-
cluded in the model, along with the relevant interaction terms with
group, age, and age-squared.

Results
Cognitive assessments, facial evaluations, and exposure histories
Demographics for each group are shown in Table 1. Subjects with
PAE had significantly greater facial dysmorphology than controls
(shorter PFL, higher lip and philtrum ranks). Lip and philtrum
ranks of 4 and 5 indicate the most severe dysmorphology. Among
the 55 control subjects with philtrum ranks, 15 (27%) and 1 (2%)
had ranks of 4 and 5, respectively; of the 65 alcohol-exposed
subjects, 31 (48%) and 6 (9%) had ranks of 4 and 5, respectively.
For lip rank, 13 (21%) and 2 (3%) control subjects ranked 4 or 5,
respectively, while 26 (37%) and 8 (11%) subjects with PAE
ranked 4 and 5, respectively. Two controls (2%) and 30 exposed
subjects (46%) had PFL below the 10th percentile. Groups did
not differ on age or gender distribution. WISC-IV FSIQ scores
were significantly lower in the alcohol-exposed group than in
controls, although the mean IQ of control subjects was still con-
siderably below the normal population mean of 100. Among
alcohol-exposed individuals, PAE was significantly higher during
all three trimesters compared with control subjects, who had very
minimal exposure.

Trajectories of overall brain volumes
Total cortical gray matter volume followed an inverted U-shaped
trajectory in both subject groups. However, the quadratic portion
was more pronounced in controls, while those with PAE exhib-
ited a more linear decline (Fig. 1). White matter volume linearly
increased across the age range in both groups, and the alcohol-
exposed group had consistently less white matter than controls.
In control subjects, total cerebral volume slightly increased and
then decreased. Meanwhile in the PAE group, total cerebral vol-
ume changed very little. No age– group interaction terms were
significant for gray matter, white matter, or total cerebral volume,
indicating no significant differences between group trajectories.

Age-related changes within regions
Of 68 cortical regions, 34 had significant (q � 0.05) quadratic
age-related changes, and 27 had linear age-related changes (Fig.
2). In six regions where the linear term met the stringent signifi-
cance criterion (q � 0.05), the quadratic term remained signifi-
cant at p � 0.05. Thus, for 40 regions, both linear and quadratic

Table 1. Demographic information for the alcohol-exposed and control groups

Alcohol-exposed Control t Statistic for group differences p-value

Age at first scan (years; n � 70, 63) 12.3 � 2.6 12.2 � 2.8 �0.23 0.82
Gender (n � 70, 63) 44 male, 26 female 30 male, 33 female 1869a 0.08
Handedness (n � 70, 63) 64 right, 6 left 60 right, 3 left 2121a 0.38
PFL (cm; n � 65, 56) 2.42 � 0.20 2.55 � 0.12 4.5 �0.001
PFL percentile (n � 65, 56) 20.8 � 20 36.5 � 15 5.0 �0.001
Lip rank (n � 65, 56) 3.6 � 0.8 3.0 � 0.9 �4.0 �0.001
Philtrum rank (n � 65, 55) 3.6 � 0.7 3.2 � 0.7 �3.4 0.001
WISC-IV FSIQ; (n � 68, 58) 66 � 28 78 � 29 2.3 0.02
Alcohol exposure 1 st trimester (approximate # drinks/week; n � 62, 37) 16 � 13 0 � 0.1 �7.3 �0.001
PAE 2 nd trimester (# drinks/week; n � 63, 37) 13 � 14 0 � 0.1 �5.4 �0.001
PAE 3 rd trimester (# drinks/week; n � 63, 38) 10 � 12 0 � 0.1 �5.2 �0.001

The alcohol-exposed group consisted of 70 subjects. The control group consisted of 63 subjects. Because not all subjects had valid measurements for each variable, actual subject numbers are given in left column for each variable
(nalcohol-exposed, ncontrol).
aFor gender and handedness, the Mann–Whitney U test statistic was used.
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interaction terms were tested, and for 21
regions, linear (and no quadratic) age–
group interactions were tested to deter-
mine whether trajectory differences
existed between subjects with and without
PAE. In general, control subjects exhib-
ited more quadratic trajectories of volume
change than the subjects with PAE.

Differences in developmental trajectories
Of the regions examined for group differ-
ences in developmental trajectories, six
had significant age-squared– group inter-
actions (p � 0.05), indicating signifi-
cantly different patterns of maturation.
No regions had significant linear age–
group interactions. The six regions with
significant trajectory differences were pri-
marily located in posterior brain regions,
specifically in the inferior and superior
parietal regions, as well as the banks of the
superior temporal sulcus and the postcen-
tral gyrus (Fig. 3). In all of these regions,
control subjects had more curvature to
their development trajectories than sub-
jects with PAE, who exhibited less over-
all change in cortical volume.

Gender effects
Of the regions with significant age effects,
eight had significant age– gender interac-
tion effects. The right and left medial or-
bitofrontal, the right lateralorbitofrontal,
and the right middle temporal regions had significant linear
age– gender interactions. In all of these areas, females exhibited
faster volume declines than males. In the right precentral region,
there was a significant age-squared– gender interaction such that
females showed a more linear volume decline across the age
range, while males had a more curved quadratic trajectory with
increases followed by decreases. Three left-hemisphere areas had
significant age-squared– group– gender interactions: the precen-
tral, superior parietal, and supramarginal regions. In all three of
these regions, male control subjects had more quadratic trajec-
tories of volume change than the other three groups, indicat-
ing a longer period of volume increases. The left superior
parietal area was the only one with gender effects that also had
significant age– group interactions; however, the gender inter-

actions here did not remain significant when all terms were
included in the overall model, while the quadratic age– group
interaction remained significant.

Correlations with facial morphology
Correlations between development rates and facial measures
(PFL, lip rank, philtrum rank) occurred in all brain lobes, but
were most prominent in frontal cortices (Fig. 4). Subjects with
PAE demonstrated 32 significant correlations between develop-
ment rates and facial dysmorphology (in 22 distinct regions),
most of which were in frontal lobes. Control subjects had 14
significant correlations (in 10 distinct regions), which were fo-
cused in posterior brain areas. The vast majority of correlations
with facial measures were such that smaller decreases of brain
volume were associated with worse facial morphology. The only

Figure 2. Colored regions indicate areas with significant (false discovery rate corrected, q � 0.05) linear (blue, red, or dark
purple) or quadratic (light purple, yellow) age-related changes in the control and/or PAE groups. Yellow regions had significant
quadratic age-related changes in controls and significant linear changes in subjects with PAE. The asterisk marks areas that had
significant linear changes at q � 0.05, but in which the quadratic term met uncorrected significance ( p � 0.05). Regions in light
purple, yellow, or with an asterisk were analyzed for both age– group and age-squared– group interactions, while other colored
regions were analyzed for linear age– group interactions only.

Figure 1. Developmental trajectories for cortical gray matter, white matter, and total cerebral volumes for control subjects (black) and those with PAE (blue). For PAE subjects, the total brain
volume trend was not significant (dashed line). Trajectories were not significantly different between groups for any of these three measures.
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exceptions to this pattern were in the frontal pole, where controls
demonstrated a positive correlation with PFL (right side), and
subjects with PAE had negative correlations with lip rank (left
side); in both cases, these correlations indicate larger decreases of
brain volume are associated with worse facial morphology.

Correlations with cognition and quantities of alcohol exposure
Correlations between WISC-IV FSIQ and annualized cortical
volume changes were observed in several posterior brain regions
for controls, and in two frontal regions in subjects with PAE (Fig.
5). Most correlations were positive, indicating a relationship be-
tween higher IQ and larger volume decreases. The left frontal
pole had a positive relationship between IQ and rates of change in
the PAE group, such that lower IQ was associated with larger
volume decreases. Rates of cortical change were associated with
quantities of alcohol exposure in temporal and cingulate cortices
(Fig. 5). The temporal lobe regions (right transverse temporal,
left parahippomcampal) had negative correlations, indicating
that greater volumes of prenatal alcohol exposure were associated
with larger decreases of volume between scans. In the left poste-
rior cingulate, correlations were positive, indicating that in-

creased alcohol exposure was associated with smaller volume
decreases between scans. Because detailed exposure information
was primarily available from the subjects in South Africa (n � 32
from Cape Town; n � 6 from California), the relationships ob-
served between exposure amounts and brain development may
not be representative of this entire sample.

Discussion
This longitudinal study used structural MRI to demonstrate al-
tered trajectories of brain maturation in children and youth with
heavy in utero alcohol exposure. While unexposed control chil-
dren show a plastic cortex with a prolonged pattern of cortical
volume increases followed by equally vigorous volume decreases,
individuals with PAE showed only volume loss in most cortical
areas; trajectory differences were significant in posterior cortices
bilaterally. In both groups, higher overall intellectual functioning
and more normal facial morphology were associated with greater
volume reductions; these correlations were focused in posterior
brain regions for control subjects, but spread throughout the
brain in PAE subjects. Finally, within the PAE group, volume

Figure 3. Brain regions with significantly different development trajectories between subjects with PAE and controls are shown in various colors on the brain surface, with accompanying
volume–age plots. In general, the PAE trajectories (blue) showed more linear trends with smaller magnitudes of change (both increasing and decreasing volumes) than controls (black), suggesting
reduced brain plasticity.
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changes in the temporal and cingulate cortices were negatively
and positively associated with the amount of alcohol exposure in
utero, indicating that increased alcohol exposure was associated
with greater and lesser volume reductions between scans,
respectively.

The findings presented here support the notion of trade-offs
between plasticity and efficiency, such that children who have a
more prolonged period of brain growth and plasticity (marked by
cortical volume increases) followed by more synaptic pruning
and myelination (which would appear as volume reductions over
time on MRI) within posterior cortices process information
more efficiently. In contrast, children with PAE exhibit less plas-
ticity and may prematurely prune connections that could ulti-
mately have been useful in developing more efficient functioning.

The differences in maturational trajectories observed may be
due to PAE or may be related to prolonged dysfunctional experi-
ences throughout childhood and adolescence. Children with PAE
experience more cognitive, behavioral, and social difficulties than
their unexposed peers (Mattson et al., 2011; Riley et al., 2011).
Experiences within one’s environment help build brain connec-
tions, and these experiences are highly likely to differ in children
with neurodevelopmental disorders because of the deficits such
children have. It has long been known from animal studies that

environmental enrichment can affect the architecture of the
brain, and that there are critical periods during which the brain is
primed to adapt to certain types of external sensory input (for
review, see Baroncelli et al., 2010). Even in adults, structural brain
changes have been observed with MRI after learning new skills
(for review, see Fields, 2011). The same could be happening in
children with PAE and other neurodevelopmental disorders
where the wiring of the brain throughout development is hap-
pening either in the absence of functional behaviors within the
environment or in the presence of behaviors that are dysfunc-
tional. Future studies with more detailed histories may be able to
examine the separate effects of prenatal alcohol exposure and
childhood environments, providing valuable insight into the fac-
tors contributing to altered development trajectories.

In this report, general intellectual functioning predicted de-
velopment rates in posterior cortices in control subjects and
more widespread areas in individuals with PAE. Relationships
between gray matter development trajectories and IQ have been
shown previously, with children of superior intelligence demon-
strating later peak cortical thickness than children with average or
high intelligence (Shaw et al., 2006). The results here suggest a
similar relationship in posterior cortices of children of low-to-
average IQ but with no prenatal exposure and in the rostral mid-

Figure 4. Correlations between cortical volume development and facial dysmorphology (PFL, lip rank, philtrum rank) were significant in many brain regions, indicated above with color. Plots
from three representative regions are shown to illustrate relationships. In all cases except the frontal pole, worse facial dysmorphology (higher lip or philtrum rank or shorter PFL) was related to more
gradual brain development.
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dle frontal region in subjects with PAE; that is, subjects with lower
IQ values had less overall volume change than those with higher
IQ. However, in the frontal pole region, subjects with PAE dem-
onstrated the opposite effect: higher IQ was associated with less
overall volume change. Although IQ values have been generally
assumed to be stable over the lifetime, new evidence suggests that
they may change during adolescence (Ramsden et al., 2011). Spe-
cifically, verbal IQ increases over time were associated with in-
creased gray matter density in the motor speech area, an area just
anterior to the postcentral region where we observed correlations
between FSIQ and gray matter volume loss in control subjects.
The results presented here and previous findings regarding lon-
gitudinal maturational trajectories and their relationships with
intellectual functioning highlight the notion that ongoing cogni-
tive and behavioral deficits within the developmental environ-
ment (e.g., experience-dependent plasticity) may compound the
impact of damage (e.g., heavy PAE) that caused the dysfunction
in the first place. Future studies including children with other
neurodevelopmental disorders may elucidate the multiple con-
founding influences on on-going dysfunction within the devel-
opmental environment, which may be independent from the
etiology of this disorder.

Facial morphology was associated with development rates in
both groups. Several studies have demonstrated correlations be-
tween brain structure and facial dysmorphology at a single time

point in subjects with PAE (Astley et al.,
2009; Roussotte et al., 2012; Yang et al.,
2012b), including one study that related
inferior temporal cortical thickness to
PFL in an overlapping group of subjects,
cross-sectionally at time 1 (Yang et al.,
2012a). Here, correlations with facial
measures indicated that larger volume de-
creases were associated with more normal
facial morphology. The only exception
was the frontal pole, where smaller vol-
ume decreases were observed in subjects
with the most normal facial morphology
(PFL and lip rank). Correlations between fa-
cial characteristics and brain structure are
not entirely surprising in control subjects, as
the brain and the face develop at similar
times in utero, and these relationships are
not necessarily indicative of cognitive or
behavioral dysfunction. The brain–face re-
lationships were much more widespread in
the alcohol-exposed individuals, for whom
facial dysmorphology predicted brain
changes in multiple brain areas. Except for
the frontal pole, worse facial dysmorphol-
ogy (higher lip or philtrum ranks, shorter
PFL) was associated with less change be-
tween scans (smaller volume decreases) in
subjects with PAE.

It is possible that the timing and quantity
of PAE at any given time point, particularly
during the early phases of pregnancy, when
the face is forming, affect both the brain and
the face more negatively than exposure dur-
ing later stages of pregnancy, when the face
is already more fully formed (O’Leary-
Moore et al., 2011). While it is difficult to
quantify the timing and severity of exposure

in retrospective human studies (May et al., 2008), it is well known
from animal studies and limited human research that quantity, fre-
quency, and timing of alcohol exposure influence dysmorphology of
the brain and the face (Sulik, 2005), and correlate with intellectual
and behavioral functioning (Viljoen et al., 2005; May et al., 2008). In
this sample, greater alcohol exposure during pregnancy was associ-
ated with smaller volume decreases in the cingulate cortex and
greater volume decreases in temporal areas in children and youth
with PAE.

Most correlations with IQ, facial measures, and alcohol expo-
sure indicated that more normal features are associated with
greater decreases of volume between scans. Parietal and occipital
brain cortices are known to develop most rapidly between child-
hood and adolescence, whereas frontal and temporal cortices
continue to mature between adolescence and adulthood (Sowell
et al., 1999; Gogtay et al., 2004). Thus, it seems reasonable to
speculate that greater volume loss in the posterior cortices, which
occurs prominently between childhood and adolescence, would
be a “good thing,” whereas greater volume loss in some frontal
and temporal cortices could be a “bad thing” in the age range
studied, as it would normally occur later. These patterns are also
true of the present data, which show that, in controls, the frontal
and temporal regions, compared with parietal and occipital cor-
tices, had more prolonged maturation. Furthermore, although
trajectories were not significantly different between groups,

Figure 5. Correlations between annualized rates of cortical change and IQ or PAE for each trimester were significant in several
regions, primarily in posterior and temporal cortices. In most cases, higher IQ and smaller amounts of PAE were associated with
larger volume decreases between scans. Data from selected regions are shown as examples.
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alcohol-exposed subjects demonstrated steeper volume drops
during adolescence than controls in frontal and temporal corti-
ces, whereas they tended to have less overall change in parietal
and occipital areas than control subjects.

Though the mechanisms remain somewhat unclear, the pari-
etal cortices have been consistently implicated as abnormal in
children and adolescents prenatally exposed to alcohol, demon-
strating reduced cortical volume (Archibald et al., 2001; Chen et
al., 2012), increased gray matter density (Sowell et al., 2001), and
altered shape (Sowell et al., 2002), in addition to white matter
abnormalities in pathways connecting to parietal cortices (Lebel
et al., 2008; Sowell et al., 2008b). Cortical thickness is altered in
parietal areas, though some studies report thicker cortices in chil-
dren and youth with PAE (Sowell et al., 2008a; Yang et al., 2012a),
and one study found thinner cortices in alcohol-exposed subjects
(Zhou et al., 2011). The differing cortical volume trajectories
observed here may help explain the apparently conflicting find-
ings in previous studies, as the differences between subjects with
PAE and unexposed individuals change over time.

In conclusion, we observed significantly altered development
trajectories in children and youth with heavy PAE. These individ-
uals demonstrated less volume change over time than their un-
exposed peers, suggesting reduced brain plasticity. Furthermore,
this reduced plasticity was related to lower IQ and more severe
facial dysmorphology. These long-term effects may be due
specifically to drinking during pregnancy, but are likely also
influenced by dysfunctional childhood experiences. These ob-
servations indicate that brain abnormalities in children and
youth with PAE are not static, and have important implications
for early treatments and interventions within this disorder (Ad-
nams et al., 2007) that may be able to “correct” the developmental
trajectories. Finally, these implications may not be limited specif-
ically to in utero alcohol exposure, but are likely also relevant to
other neurodevelopmental disorders.
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